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Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are highly conserved type 1 membrane proteins that initiate a multiplicity of
transient gene transcriptions, resulting in innate and adaptive immune responses. These essential
immune responses are triggered by common TLR pattern recognition receptors of microbial products
expressed through the cytoplasmic carboxy-terminal Toll/IL-1 domain. Toll/IL-1 adapter protein cas-
cades are induced by an activated Toll/IL-1 to induce transient transcription responses. All TLRs, with
the exception of TLR3, use an MyD88 adapter to Toll/IL-1 to initiate a proinflammatory cascade. TLR3
uses the toll receptor 3/4 induction factor adapter to initiate a different cytosolic adapter cascade with
double-stranded RNA agonists. This non-MyD88 pathway induces both NF-kB and type 1 interferon
responses. By using a TLR3-restricted double-stranded RNA agonist, rintatolimod, we demonstrate
significant unexpected differences in toxic responses between rats and primates. The mechanism of this
differential response is consistent with a relative down-regulation of the NF-kB inflammatory cytokine
induction pathway in the cynomolgus monkey and humans, but not observed systemically in rat. Our
findings suggest evaluation of TLR3 agonists in drug therapy. (Am J Pathol 2014, 184: 1062e1072;
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ajpath.2013.12.006)
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Animal modeling is a time-tested standard for the develop-
ment of novel therapeutics.1 The potential of such models to
adequately translate findings for use in therapeutic develop-
ment, however, has recently been questioned. A report by
Seok et al2 found a poor correlation between human and
murine response to inflammatory stimuli, including re-
sponses to trauma, burn, and endotoxemia. Discordant results
at the level of gene expression array, temporal gene response
patterns, and major signaling pathways, in response to
these injuries, were demonstrated across species, but well
conserved in humans, pointing toward inadequate and non-
predictive nature of available inflammation murine models.
This may further explain the difficulty in translating prom-
ising pharmacological compounds into successful novel
therapies. Despite the heterogeneity of the patients and the
causes of life-threatening trauma, the report found highly
correlated genomic response profiles across the patient pop-
ulation, but not across species. Burn, trauma, and endotox-
emia yielded highly correlated genomic responses within
species, but not across species, rodent to human. We have
observed a similar dissociation of toxicities in a parallel
stigative Pathology.

.

proinflammatory system, the toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) in-
duction of innate immune responses.
The TLRs form a family of class 1 transmembrane re-

ceptors originally discovered in Drosophila, where they are
essential elements in embryogenesis and an evolutionary
ancient system of immune response to pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs).3 They were recognized
further in plants,4 fish,5,6 and mice,7 as well as primates.7

TLRs act as a first line of defense against microbial path-
ogens by the induction of innate immunity and further
provide the initial cellular orchestration for the induction of
adaptive immune responses to provide specific humoral and
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Discordant Species Responses to TLR3
cell-mediated immunity, mediated in part by inflammatory
cytokines.8 They can be found especially in mature dendritic
cells (DCs), central in the host adaptive immune response
system.9 All of the TLRs use an MyD88-dependent sig-
naling pathway, with the exception of TLR3, which uses the
MyD88-independent TRIF pathway.10 Two other double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA) inducers of gene expression that
initiate innate immune responses are the cytosolic helicases,
mda5 and retinoic acid inducible gene 1 protein (RIG-1),
which are MyD88 dependent.11

The PAMP for TLR3 is dsRNA detected in endosomes
of antigen-presenting cells and on the cell surface of
selected cells, including endothelial cells and airway epi-
thelium.12e14 The expression pattern is consistent with
sentinel activity for the detection of replicating virus in the
host organism. The cellular location of TLR3 is modulated
by UNC93B1, which promotes trafficking of differentially
glycosylated TLR3 to the plasma membrane; UNC93B1
transcription is up-regulated by dsRNA.15

To address the observed toxic heterogeneity of response
to PAMPs across species, we have used a restricted TLR3-
specific agonist, with much data reported in double-blind
clinical trials16,17 and unpublished open-label safety trials.
Rintatolimod (poly I:poly C12U; Ampligen) is a synthetic
dsRNA analogue composed of a single polypurine (inosine)
Figure 1 MyD88-independent and MyD88-dependent signaling pathways for th
TLR3 nuclear signal transduction initiated by TRIF binding to the TIR of the TLR
Activated TRIF initiates two pathways. The first results in the transitory induction o
that operates through NF-kB (dashed line) that transiently induces the product
TBK1, TRAF1/3, NAP1, IKK, IKKε, P13K, IRF-3/7, TAK1, TAB1, and RIP1. The ecto
leucine-rich b-sheets (orange disks) connected by nonordered chains containing
the ectodomain to the cytoplasmic TIR domain (dark green). The phosphorylated
pathways for MyD88-dependent signaling for TLR 1/2 and 1/6 heterodimers and
necessarily accurate in placement, as is the dsRNA ligand with TLR3 in A. TLR4 us
domainecontaining adapter-inducing IFN, TBK1-TANKebinding kinase 1, TRAF-
kinase, IKKε inhibitor of IkB kinase, P13K-phosphoinositide 3-kinase, IRF-IFN
receptoreinteracting (TNFRSF) kinase 1.
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strand and a single polypyrimidine (cytosine and uridine)
strand. These are assembled in a dsRNA structure that is
maintained under physiological conditions by typical
hydrogen bonding between purine and pyrimidine base
pairs. The introduction of the pyrimidine base, uridine, at a
1:12 ratio into the polypyrimidine strand maintains the
double-stranded structure but allows recurring sites of
thermodynamic instability from nonhydrogen bonding of
the mismatched base (uridine) with inosine of the poly-
purine strand.18 This small difference in structure, however,
restricts induction of transitory gene activities to TLR3, with
its unique TRIF signaling pathways, with the exclusion of
the mda5 and RIG-1 dsRNA proinflammatory depen-
dence19,20 (Figure 1). By using the restricted specificity of
rintatolimod and the unique TRIF pathway of TLR3
signaling, we have been able to identify the apparent
mechanism for the discordance in TLR3-mediated toxicity
between rodents and primates.
Materials and Methods

Patient Enrollment and Sampling

Patient serum samples from two clinical trials being con-
ducted according to good clinical practice standards, under
e TLRs and helicases. A: The intracellular pathways for MyD88-independent
3 homodimer. TLR3 monomers dimerize with binding of the dsRNA ligand.
f the IFNs. The second is a species-variable pathway (rodents >> primates)
ion of inflammatory cytokines. Adapter protein cascade initiated by TRIF,
domain of TLR3 consists of a horseshoe-shaped structure populated by 23
RNA-binding residues. The transmembrane a-helices (solid orange) connect
TIR binds TRIF to initiate the adapter protein cascade. B: The intracellular
TLR 4 to 10 homodimers. The diverse PAMP ligands (green bar) are not

es both the MyD88-dependent and MyD88-independent pathways. TRIF-TIR
TNF receptoreassociated factor, NAP1-Nckeassociated protein 1, IKK-IkB
regulatory transcription factor, TAB1-TGF-beactivated kinase 1, and RIP1
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the rintatolimod Investigational New Drug No. 39,250, were
analyzed for g-interferon (IFN), tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-a, IL-12p70, and IL-10 levels to assess acute and
chronic changes that might be associated with rintatolimod
dosing. All human protocols were conducted with Institu-
tional Review Board review and approval and patient
informed consent. Study subjects with a diagnosis of chronic
fatigue syndrome qualified for participation if they met the
protocol entrance criteria. Patients received rintatolimod in-
fusions at 400 mg twice weekly. Frozen serum samples from
14 randomly selected patients in Hemispherx BioPharma’s
open-label treatment protocol, AMP-511, were obtained at
pre-infusion, and again at 4, 24, and 72 hours after infusion.
Serum samples in 76 randomly selected patients from the
double-blinded protocol, AMP 516, were obtained at base-
line pre-infusion and again at week 32 or at early termination
if the patient terminated participation before week 32. Serum
obtained from clinical testing sites was frozen and shipped to
the Hemispherx BioPharma, Inc., testing and manufacturing
facility (New Brunswick, NJ), where it was assayed using
commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay kits (human IFN-g, human TNF-a, human IL-10, and
human IL-12p70) (Supplemental Table S1).

Animal Toxicological Analysis

Animal toxicological analyses were conducted, as required,
under investigational new drug guidelines. Studies were
conducted according to Good Laboratory Practice pro-
cedures at licensed animal pharmacology facilities, accord-
ing to Institutional Animal Care Committee review and
approval. Dose ranging was conducted at Dupont (Wil-
mington, DE) and BioResearch (Senneville, QC, Canada),
and 6-month chronic toxicological studies were conducted
at Chrysalis (Cedex, France) and Pharamakon (Waverly,
PA). Maximum tolerated doses (MTDs) were derived from
acute and subacute dose-ranging studies and were defined as
the maximum dose that did not cause mortality or moribund
toxicity. Repeat dosing studies were conducted with
Sprague-Dawley rats, beagle dogs, cynomolgus monkeys,
and New Zealand white rabbits at doses ranging from 0 to
300 mg/kg, i.v. administered daily for 7 to 10 days (rats and
rabbits) or twice weekly (monkey and dog) for 4 and 9
weeks, respectively. Clinical observations were recorded
during infusions, for 3 hours after infusion, and otherwise
twice daily. Complete postmortem analysis was conducted,
including gross and microscopic anatomical evaluations
using standard animal pathological procedures. Six-month
chronic toxicological studies were conducted using twice-
weekly doses of 0, 6, 18, and 36 mg/kg rintatolimod under
similar procedures.

Animal Cytokine Studies

Assessment of acute inflammatory cytokines in response to
rintatolimod administration was conducted in collaboration
1064
with the Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute (Albu-
querque, NM) and Hemispherx BioPharma, Inc., under
good laboratory practice using an approved animal welfare
protocol. Thirty-two Sprague-Dawley rats were infused twice
weekly for 8 weeks at 0, 6, 18, or 36 mg/kg and sampled for
cytokines at 0, 4, 24, and 72 hours after doses 1, 7, and 15,
respectively. Each time point after infusion required sacrifice
of a male and a female rat. Ten cynomolgus monkeys were
dosed for 16 weeks, twice weekly, at the same dosage levels.
Serum samples for cytokine measurement were obtained
after doses 1, 7, 15, and 30. All serum samples were frozen
and assayed for the corresponding patient cytokines using
commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay kits (Supplemental Table S1). All results reported
are on the basis of manufacturer-supplied standards yielding
linear-dose responses.

Association of Toxicological Findings to the Human
Clinical Experience

Adverse event data in rintatolimod- and placebo-treated
patients in controlled studies of chronic fatigue syndrome
were assessed in the context of toxicological findings.
Adverse events were collected during serial patient evalua-
tions of study subjects participating in prospective 24- to 40-
week studies of 400 mg rintatolimod or placebo, infused
twice weekly for the duration of the protocols.16

Molecular Modeling

The X-ray crystallographic structure of the mouse TLR3
dimer/biol- dsRNA complex and the human TLR3 mono-
mer provided the coordinates for the model of human TLR3,
with rintatolimod bound to its active site. Molecular
modeling used Accelrys’ Discovery Suite software version
2.5.5 (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA). The dsRNA structure
of the dimer/biol-dsRNA complex was mutated in situ to the
respective poly I (blue) and poly C12U (magenta) chains
maintaining the phosphate backbone linear translational
coordinates of the X-ray crystallographic structure. The
coordinates of the human TLR3 monomer were used to
replace each homodimer. Several unacceptable close van
der Waals contacts for the human TLR3 crystal coordinates
were resolved by an alternate rotamer conformation of the
individual amino acid R group. To demonstrate the relative
equivalence of these two ligands as TLR3 agonists, we in
silico measured the potential energies of the ligands, naked
homodimers, and the TLR3-ligand complex. The reduction
in potential energy of the complex versus the sum of the
potential energy of the components is the energy of binding.

Primary Sequence Comparisons

Primary protein sequences for the human (GenBank
U88879); monkey species, including Macaca mulatta (Gen-
Bank BAG55034.1 and AY864735), Macaca fasicularis
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Table 1 Comparative Species Sensitivity to Rintatolimod

Species
MTD
(mg/kg)* Dosing in relevant toxicological study

Rabbit 1.25 i.v. daily � 5 days
(0, 1.25, 2.5, 5, and 10 mg/kg per dose)

Dog 10 i.v. twice weekly � mg/kg per dose
Rat 12.5 i.v. twice weekly � 13 weeks

(0, 12.5, 30, and 75 mg/kg per dose)
Cynomolgus
monkey

100 i.v. twice weekly � 4 weeks
(0, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mg/kg
per dose)

*The MTD is defined as the highest dose with no observed mortality or
moribund toxicity.

Discordant Species Responses to TLR3
(GenBank BAG55033.1), Papio anubis (XP_003899477),
Callithrix jacchus (JAB01765.1), and Saimiri boliviensis
(XP_003899477); and rodents, including the house mouse
(GenBank AF355152/Mus musculus) and rat (GenBank
AB116229/Rattus norvegicus), dog (GenBank XP_
005630024/Canis lupus familiaris), and rabbit (GenBank
ABB76310/Oryctolagus cuniculus) were aligned using
Crystal W software version 10.1.2 provided by DNAStar
(Madison, WI).

Results

Maximum Tolerated Rintatolimod Dose in Multiple
Species

Acute dose-ranging toxicological analysis was completed in
the rabbit, dog, rat, and monkey (Table 1). The MTD,
defined as the highest acute dosage not associated with in-
duction of a moribund state or mortality, was observed over
a range of two orders of magnitude. The rabbit proved most
sensitive to rintatolimod, with an MTD of 1.25 mg/kg per
dose. The dog and rat were more tolerant, with MTDs of 10
and 12.5 mg/kg per dose, respectively. The cynomolgus
monkey was substantially more tolerant of rintatolimod,
with an MTD of 100 mg/kg per dose, resulting in a sur-
prisingly 80-fold differential in acute toxicities, with the
nonhuman primate least susceptible to rintatolimod toxicity.

Six-Month Rintatolimod Toxicity in Rats and Monkey

Because of the clinical development of the rintatolimod-
envisioned chronic systemic dosing of the TLR3 agonist over
prolonged periods in the treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome
and to meet regulatory requirements [Guidance for Industry:
Nonclinical Safety Evaluation of Drug or Biologic Combina-
tions; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food
and Drug Administration, Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research (CDER); http://www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/
98fr/05d-0004-gdl0002.pdf, last accessed February 3, 2014],
6-month chronic toxicological studies were conducted in the
Sprague-Dawley rat and cynomolgus monkey. Animals were
dosed similar to the human schedule, with twice-weekly in-
fusions of rintatolimod at 6, 18, or 36 mg/kg per dose, which
were expected to be nonlethal on the basis of the acute toxicity
studies. Dose levels were determined by the human dose of 400
mg per infusion, which is approximately 6 mg/kg for an
average-sized patient. Results of these two chronic toxicolog-
ical studies were consistent with the findings of the acute
toxicological dosing (Table 2), although lethality in the rat
during the 6-month course of the study was commonly
observed. The rat was extremely sensitive in multiple organs to
both the 18- and 36-mg dosing regimens, and many animals in
these groups did not survive the 6-month dosing period. In the
rat, dose-dependent liver and renal toxicities were observed in
all three dosage groups. Additional findings in the rat included
anemia and polychromasia, increased alkaline phosphatase,
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
and profound elevation of hepatic transaminases. Histopatho-
logical features were consistent with clinical analytes. Dose-
dependent toxicities were observed in all dose groups, with
hepatocellular degeneration, bile duct hyperplasia, and inter-
stitial nephritis with renal tubular dilation. Lymphoid depletion
and hyperpigmentation (probably hemosiderin) were noted in
the spleen, and extramedullary hematopoiesis and occasional
miscellaneous organ inflammation were also noted in all dose
groups. In contrast, monkeys tolerated the 6-month course
without significant toxicity, except for occasional vomiting
associated with infusion in the 36 mg/kg group. There were
transient elevations of hepatic transaminases only in the high-
dose group, associated with an unexplained decrease in alka-
line phosphatase in the monkey. Coagulation parameters were
prolonged in the high-dose monkey group. There were no
histopathological findings in themonkey, with the exception of
increased myelopoiesis in the marrow and follicular thyroid
hyperplasia in the 18 and 36 mg/kg dose groups. The thyroid
morphological observation in the nonhuman primate was
correlated with an increase in thyroid-stimulating hormone and
thyroxine, suggesting a central effect on the pituitary causing
thyroid hyperactivity and the observed hyperplasia.
Correlation of Toxicological Patterns in Animals to the
Human Clinical Experience

By using the clinical-grade formulation of poly I:poly C12U,
rintatolimod (Ampligen), we have also found discordance
between rodent and human inflammatory responses. As
demonstrated with the nonhuman primate model (cyn-
omolgus monkey), humans similarly have minor toxicities
compared with the rodent model (Sprague-Dawley rat). As
in the models of inflammation explored by Seok et al,2

substantial between-species differences are apparent. In
contrast to the rodent, in which sensitivity to endotoxin is
magnitudes less than in the human, for the rintatolimod-
mediated TLR3 pathways, the rodent is highly sensitive,
whereas primates are relatively tolerant.

The data summarized in Table 3 demonstrate only minimal
associations between rodent toxicological findings and the
human experience. A low incidence of transient liver
1065
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Table 2 Major 6-Month Chronic Rintatolimod Toxicological Findings in Rat versus Cynomolgus Monkey

Finding Animal: doses (mg/kg)* Description

Clinical
Pallor, decreased motor activity,
cold to touch, emaciation

Rat: 18 and 36 Increase incidence with dose

Abnormal gait Rat: 18 and 36 Associated with moribund state
Labored breathing Rat: 18 and 36 Associated with moribund state
Pale fundus Rat: 18 and 36 Noted in 25% of females at 13 weeks
Vomiting Monkey: 36 Occurred 1 to 5 hours after dosing in many animals in high-dose group

Laboratory
Reduced hemoglobin Rat: all dose groups

Monkey: only at 36
Anemia and polychromasia

Increased leukocytes Monkey (mostly 36) Increase in CD4 and CD8 T cells throughout the study
Prolonged activated partial
thromboplastin time

Monkey: 36 Prolonged relative to controls, dose response, some effect at 18 mg/kg

Variable alkaline phosphatase Monkey: 18 and 36
Rat: 18 and 36

Reduced, especially at highest dose in monkey
Increased in rat

Increased hepatic transaminases Monkey: 36
Rat: all dose levels

Increase in hepatic transaminases, profound in rat

Increased creatinine Rat: 36 Increased in some animals
Increased TSH and T4 Monkey: 18 and 36 Elevation, dose-response pattern

Pathological features
Liver Rat: all doses Varying degrees of hepatocellular degeneration and bile duct hyperplasia
Kidney Rat: all doses Minimal to moderate interstitial nephritis and tubular dilatation with

casts
Spleen Rat: all doses Variable hyperpigmentation; at higher doses, pigmented macrophages in

splenic capsule, lymphoid depletion, and extramedullary hematopoiesis
Occasional other organ Rat In moribund animals, also pancreatitis, pyelonephritis, prostatitis, and

thymic involution
Thyroid hyperplasia Monkey: 18 and 36 Follicular hyperplasia
Bone marrow Monkey: all doses Increased myelopoiesis

*Dose-dependent toxicities in 6-month rintatolimod administered i.v. at 0, 6, 18, and 36 mg/kg doses.
TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone; T4, thyroxine.

Mitchell et al
function test abnormalities is seen in the human (ie, easily
manageable, with dose reduction from 400 to 200 mg). Some
patients experience rigors and flu-like symptoms in associa-
tion with infusion but not the vomiting noted in the high-dose
monkey infusion or the general toxicities observed in the rat.
No thyroid abnormalities observed in the monkey toxicity
trial have been detected in the human clinical data set. Thus,
the human experience is similar to the monkey, although a
major finding of pituitary-dependent thyroid hyperactivity
noted in the monkey was not seen in the human. Both human
and monkey differ substantially in pathological response
compared with the rodent.

Differences in Expression of Inflammatory Cytokines
across Genera

The unexpected differential toxicities observed between
the rat and a nonhuman primate prompted an examination of
inflammatory cytokines (g-IFN, TNF-a, and IL-12p70)
associated with infusion of a TLR3 agonist, rintatolimod.
Preclinical studies in the rat and cynomolgus monkey
assessed the induction of these three inflammatory cytokines,
as well as IL-10, measured in the serum in response to three
dosage levels (6, 18, and 36 mg/kg) of rintatolimod
1066
administered by i.v. infusion. The 4-hour time point in
response to initial infusion in rats gave the strongest systemic
signals, which are illustrated in Table 4, with the expression
pattern consistent, although less intense, at later time points.
The monkey exhibited minimal evidence of systemic cyto-
kine production. A minimal IFN-g response was observed
thatwas significantly different from that in the rat. IL-12p70 at
the highest 36 mg/kg dose level generated a small response in
one monkey. In contrast, the rat showed a systemic cytokine
response, with signals present for all three inflammatory cy-
tokines and IL-10, even at the lowest 6 mg/kg dose. The
species difference for systemic inflammatory cytokine
expression is statistically significant for each cytokine
(P< 0.02). For comparisonwith humans, serumwas obtained
from 14 patients participating in a concurrent open-label
clinical study of chronic fatigue syndrome (AMP-511), with
a similar time course to the animal pharmacological charac-
teristics and quantified for the same panel of cytokines. The
human clinical trial patients were dosed with 400 mg of rin-
tatolimod i.v. over 30 to 60 minutes. Similar to the monkey
response, serum cytokine increaseswereminimally expressed
with IFN-g, the highest in the aggregate, with a large SD
(Table 5). Finally, we assessed for evidence of chronic sys-
temic cytokine changes at the week 32 time point, obtained
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Table 3 Differential Species Toxicities to Rintatolimod

Target organ

Toxicity

Rat* Monkey* Humany

Liver Elevated LFT
Hepatocellular degeneration
Bile duct hyperplasia

Elevated LFTs at 36 mg/kg Elevated LFT noted in 7.4%
of active and 1.8% of
control patients, managed
with dose reduction

Kidney Increased creatinine, interstitial nephritis, and
renal tubular dilation

No findings No findings

Hematopoietic Anemia all doses, polychromasia Anemia at 36 mg/kg, increased
myelopoiesis at all doses

One grade 2 anemia (<2%)

Spleen Splenic hyperpigmentation and lymphodepletions No findings No findings
Thyroid No findings Central pituitary stimulation with

thyroid hyperplasia and elevation
of TSH and T4

No thyroid changes

*Six-month chronic toxicity studies.
yAdverse event data in rintatolimod and placebo-treated patients in well-controlled studies of chronic fatigue syndrome were assessed in the context of

toxicological findings. Adverse events were collected during serial patient evaluation of study subjects participating in prospective 24- to 40-week studies of
rintatolimod (400 mg) or placebo, infused twice weekly for the duration of the study. Elevated LFT results denotes alanine aminotransferase or aspartate
aminotransferase greater than three times the upper limit of normal. No patients discontinued secondary to abnormal LFT results.
LFT, liver function test; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone; T4, thyroxine.

Discordant Species Responses to TLR3
from 72 patients participating in another rintatolimod chronic
fatigue clinical trial (AMP-516). Table 5 illustrates results
similar to those of the monkey, with one patient exhibiting a
relatively high systemic TNF-a level.

Systemic inflammatory cytokines, observed in rats, are
correlated with significant acute and chronic in vivo toxic-
ities at doses that elicited no detectable systemic inflam-
matory cytokines and minimal toxicities in primates.
Moreover, the elevated thyroid activity in the cynomolgus
monkey has not been detected in humans. Again, systemic
signals of cytokine change in association with 32 weeks of
rintatolimod at 400 mg per dose i.v., twice weekly, were not
evidenced. Human DCs do show phenotypic changes in
association with exposure to rintatolimod, including shift in
maturation profile and local release of cytokines (IL-12p70,
ILs 4, 6, and 10, IFN-g, and TNF-a) and the chemokines,
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (CCL2), and macro-
phage inflammatory protein-1a (CCL3) in the microenvi-
ronment of culture supernatants.21,22 As demonstrated in
this communication, systemic elevations of inflammatory
cytokines are observed in rats. In monkeys and humans, any
local elevations (microenvironment) induced by rintatoli-
mod were rarely detected systemically. The difference is in
the magnitude of the response. It is this difference in
humans that appears to be responsible, at least in part, with
the relative lack of toxicity in primates. Toxicities associated
with overwhelming infection are associated with systemic
cytokine storms23,24 of elevated measurable circulating cy-
tokines. The lack of systemic cytokine detection is consis-
tent with the observed minimal toxicity in primates, in
contrast to the significant toxicities observed in non-
primates.

Rat toxicity correlates with systemic cytokine levels, and
the lack of primate toxicity similarly is correlated with the
lack of significant systemic inflammatory cytokine levels.
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
In vitro data, however, demonstrate that cells expressing
TLR3 respond to dsRNA.21,22 The difference between the
systemic cytokine levels and the microenvironment is
quantitative. Inflammatory cytokines observed in the sys-
temic circulation in rats are associated with extreme toxicity
and are analogous to the toxicity seen in humans with lethal
viral infections, such as highly pathogenic avian influenza
(H5N1/H7N9)23 and severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS coronavirus)24 with inflammatory cytokine storms.
The standard human bioactive dose (approximately 6 mg/
kg) is associated with substantial systemic toxicity in ro-
dents, in which a dose only three times higher is often lethal.

Equivalence of Agonist Binding to TLR3

Poly I:poly C is associated with significant human toxicity25

not observed with rintatolimod. We examined whether this
dissociation of toxicities in humans is related to the affinities
of these dsRNA ligands to TLR3. We modeled the predicted
relative binding constants of poly I:poly C versus their
mismatched poly C analogues. Figure 2 demonstrates an in
silico molecular model of rintatolimod bound to the human
TLR3 ectodomain, forming a homodimer structure, and its
close 2 Å amino acid contacts on the TLR3 variable non-
helical segments. These noncovalent contacts provide the
collective energetics of binding to form the active homo-
dimer. poly I:poly C demonstrates equivalent in silico en-
ergetics of binding with rintatolimod and several other
structures with mismatched bases in the poly C strand
(Table 6). The insertion of a uridine in the poly C strand of
poly I:poly C at various ratios of C/U has no significant
effect on the binding affinity with TLR3. Thus, any bio-
logical differences observed between rintatolimod and poly
I:poly C cannot be attributed to a differential affinity of
TLR3 binding.
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Table 4 Cytokine Responses to Rintatolimod Biweekly Infusions from Baseline in Rats and Monkeys at 4 Hours

Cytokine Dose (mg/kg)

Rats* Monkeyy

P valuezMale Female Mean 1 2 3 Mean

Week 1

IFN-g (pg/mL) 6
18
36

94.2
160.2
654.4

61.6
341.3
938.7

77.9
250.8
796.7

0
18.4
4.9

0.4
6.9
0

0
15.4
7.3

0.1
13.6
4.0

<0.001

TNF-a (pg/mL) 6
18
36

0
11.0
12.8

6.9
10.9
20.9

3.5
10.9
16.8

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0.002

IL-12p70 (U/mL) 6
18
36

0
44.3
25.1

0
16.3
39.3

0
30.3
32.2

0
0
0

0
0
13.1

0
0
0

0
0
4.4

0.011

IL-10 (pg/mL) 6
18
36

5.4
8.1
16.2

11.8
8.5
12.2

8.6
8.3
14.2

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

<0.001

Week 8

IFN-g (pg/mL) 6
18
36

102.6
306.1
53.6

40.6
0
16.8

71.6
153.0
35.2

0
6.7
7.9

0
1.3
0

2.2
12.2
0

0.7
6.7
2.6

0.036

TNF-a (pg/mL) 6
18
36

0
0.8
0.2

2.6
0
9.7

1.3
0.4
5.0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0.1

0
0
0

0.011

IL-12p70 (U/mL) 6
18
36

4.3
5.4
18.6

3.5
3.4
8.2

3.9
4.4
13.4

0
0
2.0

0
0
0

0
0
1.0

0
0
1.0

<0.001

IL-10 (pg/mL) 6
18
36

3.1
25.4
5.2

3.8
4.3
26.7

3.5
14.9
16.0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

<0.001

*Each rat (male and female) was sacrificed to obtain blood for analysis of cytokine levels for each cytokine dose for week 1 and week 8 (n Z 12).
yBlood was obtained from each monkey by vena puncture for analysis of cytokine levels for each cytokine dose for week 1 and week 8 (n Z 9).
zDifference between rat and monkey cytokine levels across the three dosage levels using the Jonckheere-Terpstra test (two sided).

Mitchell et al
Analysis of Species Sequence Difference

We evaluated the rabbit (O. cuniculus), dog (C. lupus
familiaris), rat (R. norvegicus), and monkey TLR3 coding
sequences relative to the human standard for differences in
species’ orthologs. The rabbit, dog, and rat show 5.4%
sequence nonidentities (Supplemental Figure S1). Monkeys
were highly homologous (>99%) between the five species
Table 5 Cytokine Responses from Baseline in Patients with Chronic
(Ampligen)

Cytokine

AMP-511 open-label study, 4
hours after rinitatolimod infusion AMP-

Rinitatolimod (n Z 14) Rinit

Means � SD Median Mean

IFN-g (pg/mL) 3.76 � 26.14 0.00 1.0
TNF-a (pg/mL) 1.21 � 3.30 0.00 17.0
IL-12p70 (U/mL) 1.22 � 2.94 0.00 3.5
IL-10 (pg/mL) 0.08 � 0.39 0.00 4.0

The 400-mg infusions providing an approximately 6 mg/kg average dosing.
*High means and SD values were secondary to one patient with a value of 500

1068
analyzed (Supplemental Figure S2). The major divergence
was as anticipated between old world [M. mulatta, M. fasi-
cularis (cynomolgus), and P. anubis (baboon)] and new
world (C. jacchus and S. boliviensis) monkeys. The specific
sequence differences between the cynomolgus monkey and
rat, relative to humans, are listed in Table 7. Expressed TLR3
protein in the monkey and rat is similar in its total amino acid
composition (905 and 906 residues, respectively) versus a
Fatigue Syndrome Enrolled in Two Clinical Trials of Rinitatolimod

516 placebo-controlled study, week 32

atolimod (n Z 40) Placebo (n Z 36)

s � SD Median Means � SD Median

0 � 8.86 0.00 11.03 � 63.44 0.00
3 � 94.73* 1.00 1.56 � 66.30 0.14
1 � 22.28 �0.33 0.39 � 3.68 �0.02
4 � 24.06 0.05 �0.04 � 0.63 0.00

. Removal of this patient results in a mean value of 4.6.
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Figure 2 Molecular model of the human TLR3
dimer ecodomain and its rintatolimod ligand. A:
View from a lateral perspective of rintatolimod
bound to the active site of the TLR3 homodimer. The
C-terminal regions of each dimer face each other
and bind to the phosphate backbone of the dsRNA.
The N-terminals of each TLR3 bind to opposite ends
of the dsRNA, with a minimum length of 45 bp
required for interaction with essential residues of
TLR3 for activation of intracellular signaling. Amino
acids of TLR3 required for binding of rintatolimod
are shown as CPK (van der Waals’ radii) associated
with the phosphate backbone. B: The TLR3 homo-
dimer complexed with rintatolimod, as seen down
the long axis of the dsRNA. The TLR3 homodimer is
represented as structural elements, with the blue
arrows signifying direction of the leucine repeat b-
sheets and the red cylinders signifying a-helices.
poly I strand of rintatolimod (blue) and poly C12U
strand (magenta cytidines and green uridine).

Discordant Species Responses to TLR3
shorter human TLR3 (889 residues). As expected, the mon-
key TLR3 has greater homology to human (95%) than
mouse/rat sequences (80%; note that the mouse and rat are
100% homologous). Rodents have sequence differences
versus humans in all of the 23 leucine rich repeats. Differ-
ences between humans and monkeys are present in leucine
rich repears 2 to 6 and 8 to 22 (20 of 23). The endodomain is
more highly conserved between the three species than the
ectodomain, probably because of the critical cell signaling
function of the cytoplasmic Toll and IL-1 receptor (TIR),
which suggests that the monkey and rodent signaling do-
mains may have greater functional similarities than human,
on the basis of the large disparity in residue length of human
versus monkey and rodent TIR endodomains.
Discussion

Rintatolimod provided a unique tool that allowed us to
dissect the differential effect of species on the systemic
response to TLR3 activation. Although poly I:poly C serves
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
as a ligand for TLR3, and is a prototypic TLR3 agonist for
experimental purposes, it also activates the dsRNA-sensing
cytosolic helicases. The substitution of a mismatched base
(uridine) in the poly C strand of rintatolimod inactivates its
ligand activity for the cytosolic helicases (MDA5 and RIG-
1) while maintaining its agonist activity for TLR3.19,20 The
helicases act through the inflammatory MyD88 pathway
used by all mammalian TLRs, with the exception of TLR3,
which uses the TRIF adapter to initiate innate immune re-
sponses. Figure 1 illustrates the pattern recognition of the
ectodomain of the TLRs and their cytoplasmic adapter path-
ways responsible for their pleiotrophic effects. Figure 1A de-
picts the non-MyD88 pathway used by TLR3, and Figure 1B
depicts theMyD88-dependent pathways used by all TLRs and
the helicases, with the exception of TLR3. Our toxicological
analysis demonstrated systemic dose-dependent inflammatory
cytokine responses in rats. Although we did not examine in-
flammatory cytokine responses in rabbit or dog because of a
lack of available test kits for the cytokines examined, we
believe we would observe a similar quantitative cytokine
response in the dog as observed in the rat. The rabbit was so
1069
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Table 6 Interaction Energies of Human TLR3 Complexes with poly I:Cs Containing Variable Mismatched Bases

Name
Force
field*

Potential
energy
(kcal/mol)

VDW energy
(kcal/mol)

Electrostatic
energy
(kcal/mol)

VDW interaction
energy (kcal/mol)

Electrostatic
interaction energy
(kcal/mol)

Net interaction
energy (kcal/mol)

huTLR3/poly I:C12U
y CHARMM 1322 �36 �1286 �36 �1286 �1322

huTLR3/poly I:C8U CHARMM 1314 �36 �1278 �36 �1278 �1314
huTLR3/poly I:C16U CHARMM 1301 �36 �1265 �36 �1265 �1301
huTLR3/poly I:C CHARMM 1323 �36 �1287 �36 �1287 �1323

*Calculations with the Accelrys Discovery Studio software version 2.5.5 using a distance-dependent dielectric. Net interaction energy is the energy of the
complex minus energies of the components.

yPoly I:C12U, rintatolimod.
CHARMM, generalized force field; VDW, van der Waals.

Mitchell et al
sensitive to rintatolimod that the mechanism may be simply
induced by systemic cytokine levels, although other toxicity
mechanisms may be involved. There were, however, no sig-
nificant detectable systemic inflammatory cytokines in either
monkeys or humans. The data indicate that the parallel intra-
cellular IFN and NF-kB transcriptional pathways are species
dependent in magnitude of response because primate cells in
culture respond to rintatolimod, with the biosynthesis of the
IFNs and inflammatory cytokines insufficient in vivo to pro-
vide a detectable systemic response. The lack of a systemic
inflammatory response in primates is consistent with our
observation of discordant in vivo toxicities between rats,
monkeys, and humans and is consistent with the differences in
gross analysis and histopathological characteristics observed
between the species. In the case of MyD88-dependent TLR
pathways, primates are more sensitive.2 In contrast, primates
aremuchmore resilient than rodents to inflammatory cytokine
toxicity induced by noneMyD88-dependent, TRIF-mediated
activation of TLR3. Redundant helicase pathwaysmay reduce
the toxicological distinction between species for agonists that
activate these pathways, such as poly I:poly C, in contrast to
rintatolimod.

Potential mechanisms that may explain the species-
specific differential toxicities observed with TLR3 activa-
tion by dsRNA are apparent on analysis of gene structural
differences between species. In addition to the primary
sequence differences between rodents and primates illus-
trated in Table 7, rodent and human TLR3 gene structures
Table 7 Analysis of Monkey and Rodent TLR3 Sequence Orthologs Rel

Domain

Monkey

Sequence differences*

Total AA Conservative Nonconservative Total
% Tot
homol

Ectodomain 700 11 28 39 94.5
Endodomainy 205z 5 1 6 97.1

*Conservative mutations are those occurring within a similar physical property g
C, Y, N, Q), charged/þ (K, R, H), and charged/� (D, E).

yIncludes transmembrane and cytoplasmic sequences.
zTotal monkey-expressed TLR3 contains 905 residues, versus 889 residues for t
xTotal rodent (mouse and rat)eexpressed TLR3 contains 906 residues, versus 8
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are remarkably dissimilar in the proximal promoter do-
mains, as well as TLR3 isoforms.26,27 An example of dif-
ferential functional activity between mice and humans is the
induction of TLR3 expression in murine macrophages by
lipopolysaccharide (LPS; ie, not seen in humans).7

Expression in human blood cells (including monocytes,
granulocytes, natural killer cells, T cells, and B cells) and
tissue macrophages is undetectable at the transcript level
after LPS exposure and is only seen in myeloid DCs.12,28

Additional structural differences exist, resulting in possible
differential TLR3 isoforms. TLR3 transcripts are initiated in
either exon 1 or exon 2 of the mouse, indicating different
promoters not present in humans.27 The cloning of a human
TLR3 isoform29 suggests an alternate, but previously un-
recognized, splicing pathway. The observed species-specific
LPS responsiveness in macrophages could be conferred by
consensus motifs for NF-kB binding present in the murine
TLR promoter, which are absent in human promoter.28 This
has been confirmed by later studies that demonstrate that
species-specific differences in tissue expression and re-
sponses to LPS coincide with the presence of different
evolutionary nonconserved promoter sequences in both
species. However, despite the overall nonrelatedness of
TLR3 promoter sequences, mRNA expression of both
TLR3 orthologs was induced by IFNs, particularly by
IFN-b. The basal and IFN-beinduced activation of pro-
moters from both species largely depended on similar
IFN regulatory factor (IRF) elements, which constitutively
ative to Human Expressed Protein Sequence

Rodent

Sequence differences*

al
ogy Total AA Conservative Nonconservative Total

% Total
homology

700 52 103 155 77.9
206x 14 10 24 88.3

roup: nonpolar/hydrophobic (A, V, L, P, M, F, W), polar uncharged (G, S, T,

he human TLR3.
89 residues for the human TLR3.
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Discordant Species Responses to TLR3
bound IRF-2 and recruited IRF-1 after stimulation.27 In
murine macrophages, TLR3 up-regulation induced by IFN-b
required IFNAR1, STAT1, and, in part, IRF-1, but not the
Janus kinase family member, Tyk2. Also, LPS specifically
up-regulates TLR3 expression through the induction of
autocrine/paracrine IFN-b. In humans, however, IFN-be
induced up-regulation of TLR3 was blocked by pretreatment
with LPS, despite the efficient induction of IRF-1.28

A recent publication provides additional evidence for
differential cytokine responses between mice and humans.30

Exposure of human primary DCs to agonist dsRNA did not
induce TNF-a, IL-6, or IL-8. In human macrophages, the
anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10, was induced, but TNF-a
and IL-6 were not induced. This effect was specific for
human cells because TNF-a or IL-6 was induced by dsRNA
in murine DCs. Moreover, there was differential regulation
of NF-kB by murine versus human cells. As shown in
numerous prior communications from other laboratories, it
was demonstrated that NF-kB was activated by dsRNA in
murine cells but is absent in human DCs and macrophages,
as was IkBa degradation present in murine cells.30

Differences between the ectodomain of humans and
nonhuman primates (20 of 23 LLRs) provide a potential
mechanism to explain the small differential toxicity between
the species. Length disparities between the cytoplasmic
signaling domain of rodents and nonhuman primates,
compared with humans, may contribute to the small differ-
ences in toxicity observed between monkeys and humans.
There have been numerous reports comparing species spec-
ificity of TLR responses, especially TLR3, including mouse/
human,12,27,30,31 monkey/human,32 and fish/Drosophila/
human.5,6 A comparison of TLR2 and TLR4 agonists
demonstrated similar cytokine levels in humans and chim-
panzees versus baboons, consistent with total DNA sequence
homologies and the small differences we observed between
cynomolgus monkeys and humans.33 Although universal
TLR responses were largely conserved across primates,
chimpanzee-specific immune signaling is enriched for HIV-
interacting genes that influence HIV disease progression.34

Differences exist in the primate phenotypic responses to
TLR agonists. Nevertheless, they are relatively similar when
compared with other species.

We have observed significant species differences in the
toxic responses to rintatolimod, a restricted TLR3 agonist.
Analysis of the dose-dependent toxicities between rats,
monkeys, and humans was remarkably dissimilar. Primates
are far more resilient to TLR3 stimulation than rodents. The
data are consistent with differential TLR3 nuclear tran-
scriptional activities, with the NF-kB pathway in inflam-
matory cytokine production in primates playing a relatively
minor role compared with the IRF-3/IRF-7 nuclear IFN
inducers. Interestingly, rintatolimod has most recently been
advanced clinically as a therapeutic modulator of chronic
fatigue syndrome, a condition manifested by disordered
energy metabolism and symptoms curiously reminiscent of
the toxicity associated with inflammatory innate immune
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
responses. It is hypothesized that the therapeutic effect may
relate to feedback inhibition in these pathways, with rinta-
tolimod being specific in its activity.

Discordance of toxicity in either direction is equally
problematic for the successful clinical development of
experimental therapeutics, either placing patients at risk for
unexpected toxicity35 or, conversely, raising regulatory
barriers for agents shown toxic in sensitive species. Alter-
native methods of in vitro analysis, such as demonstrated by
Stebbings et al,36 need to be validated and adapted for
regulatory evaluation for human safety. Analogous issues
may be encountered in modeling retinal disease across
species in the context of RNA-based therapeutics.37 The
recognition of differential in vivo toxicities and under-
standing the mechanisms involved should be beneficial in
the rational design and risk-benefit analysis of new phar-
macological agents for human use.
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